We have added the BeppoSAX Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor to the 3rd Interplanetary Network of burst detectors. We analyze 16 bursts whose positions are known to good accuracy from measurements at other wavelengths. We show that there is excellent agreement between the Ulysses/BeppoSAX triangulation annuli and the known positions of these events, and that these annuli can in many cases provide useful constraints on
Introduction
It is now well known that the breakthrough in our understanding of cosmic gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) has come about through the multiwavelength identification of fading counterparts, and that this revolution was initiated by BeppoSAX observations and precise localizations of X-ray counterparts (e.g., Costa et al. 1997 ) with the Wide Field Camera (WFC). Less well known, however, is the fact that BeppoSAX has other ways of localizing bursts, in particular with the Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GRBM). Here we describe the results of integrating BeppoSAX into the 3rd Interplanetary Network of GRB instruments, and demonstrate that triangulation using the GRBM and Ulysses is capable of producing precise localization annuli whose accuracy can be verified using the locations of GRB counterparts determined from observations at other wavelengths.
Instrumentation
The BeppoSAX GRBM (Feroci et al. 1997; Amati et al. 1997 , Frontera et al. 1997 ) is the anticoincidence shield for the Phoswich Detection System. Briefly, this shield consists of four optically independent CsI(Na) scintillators, each 1 cm thick, 27.5 cm high, and 41.3 cm wide. Although the geometric area of a shield element is 1136 cm 2 , the maximum effective area for a burst with a typical power law spectrum, arriving at normal incidence, is about 420 cm 2 for units 1 or 3 (the optimum units), when shadowing by spacecraft structures and the detector housing are taken into account. The GRBM records data in either a triggered or a real-time mode, in the energy range ∼ 40 -700 keV. In the triggered mode, time resolutions up to 0.48 ms are available; in the real-time mode, the resolution is 1 s. For a triggered event, real-time data are also transmitted. As the spacecraft is in a near-equatorial orbit, it benefits from a very stable background.
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The Ulysses GRB detector (Hurley et al. 1992 ) consists of two 3 mm thick hemispherical CsI(Na) scintillators with a projected area of about 20 cm 2 in any direction. The detector is mounted on a magnetometer boom far from the body of the spacecraft, and therefore has a practically unobstructed view of the full sky. Because the Ulysses mission is in interplanetary space, the instrument also benefits from an exceptionally stable background.
The GRB detector operates continuously, and over 97% of the data are recovered. The energy range is ∼ 25-150 keV, and like the GRBM, it takes data in both triggered and real-time modes, with time resolutions as fine as 8/1024 ms and as coarse as 2 s. Also, like the GRBM, real-time data are transmitted for triggered events.
Scope of this work
Because of the very different sensor areas, thicknesses, and energy ranges, it is not immediately obvious that burst time histories from these two instruments can be accurately cross-correlated, a necessary prerequisite for precise triangulation. (The triangulation technique is described in detail in . Our goal in this paper is to demonstrate this is indeed the case. To accomplish this, we have selected bursts according to the following criteria.
1. The burst must have been observed by both Ulysses and the BeppoSAX GRBM, in either triggered or real-time data modes, and 2. The burst must have been independently localized to an accuracy equal to or better than that achieved by triangulation. These independent localizations include not only WFC observations, but also BeppoSAX Narrow Field Instrument (NFI) pointings, optical and radio counterparts, and Rossi X-Ray Timing (RXTE) All Sky Monitor detections.
Many of the bursts which satisfy these criteria have also been observed by other -5 -GRB instruments, notably BATSE and Konus (see table 1 ). In some, but not all cases, BATSE/Ulysses triangulation will result in somewhat more precise localizations than those presented here due to BATSE's larger area and better statistics. We defer these results to another paper. Table 1 lists the dates, times, Ulysses and GRBM data modes, and the other experiments which observed the bursts. Table 2 σ regions.) The NFI error circle indicates the position of a weak X-ray source. Since the source lies outside the annulus, this localization supports the hypothesis that the X-ray source and the burst are unrelated ). Two radio sources were detected in the vicinity of the WFC error box (Galama et al. 1997) , one of which is shown in the figure (the other lies outside the boundaries). As neither displayed any fading behavior, they are not considered to be counterpart candidates. No fading optical sources were detected either. Figure 2 shows the BeppoSAX WFC and NFI error circles for GRB970228 (Heise et al., 1998; Costa et al., 1997) . The IPN annulus was obtained from reprocessed Ulysses data, and differs very slightly from the one in Hurley et al. (1997) . The position of the fading -6 -optical counterpart is also shown (van Paradijs et al. 1997) . Figure 3 shows the IPN annulus for GRB970402. This burst was quite weak, and was only detected in the real-time, low resolution data mode of Ulysses ; although the GRBM triggered on it, the trigger occurred late in the event and we have used the real-time data.
Observations and Results
A fading X-ray source was found in a BeppoSAX NFI observation (Nicastro et al. 1998a ), but no optical counterpart was ever detected. Ulysses and GRBM time histories of this event are shown in figure 17. Figure 4 shows the IPN annulus, and the BeppoSAX WFC and NFI error circles for GRB970508 Piro et al. 1998a) . The position of the optical counterpart is also indicated (Djorgovski et al. 1997 ). This burst too was quite weak, and although it triggered the BeppoSAX GRBM, it was only observed in the real-time data of Ulysses . Figure 5 gives the IPN annulus and the RXTE error box for GRB970815 (Smith et al. 1999 ). The RXTE error box is from the All Sky Monitor, and is defined by the response functions of two crossed collimators; the box therefore has equal probability per unit area everywhere. A slightly more precise IPN annulus, derived from BATSE and Ulysses , appears in Smith et al. (1999) . Figure 6 shows the IPN annulus, and the BeppoSAX WFC (Heise et al. 1997 ) and NFI ) error circles for GRB971214. The position of the optical counterpart (Halpern et al. 1998 ) is also shown. IPN and RXTE locations appeared in Kippen et al. (1997) . Figure 7 gives the IPN annulus and the BeppoSAX WFC (Coletta et al. 1997 ) error circle for GRB971227. The burst was weak and was detected only marginally by Ulysses , and was detected in the real-time data of the GRBM. Consequently the annulus is subject to rather large systematic uncertainties. A weak X-ray source detected at the 4 σ level in -7 -an NFI observation has been proposed as the fading X-ray counterpart by Piro et al. (1997) and Antonelli et al. (1999) . No radio or optical counterpart was identified. The WFC error box is large due to poor attitude reconstruction for this event. Figure 8 gives the IPN annulus and the BeppoSAX WFC (in 't Zand et al. 1998a) error circle for GRB980109; no NFI observation was carried out, due to the relatively large uncertainty in the WFC localization (again due to poor attitude reconstruction). A possible optical counterpart was initially identified, but is no longer considered to be related to the GRB (E. Pian and T. Galama, private communication). It lay within the preliminary IPN annulus, but it lies just outside the final one. Figure 9 shows the IPN annulus and the BeppoSAX WFC error circle (Celidonio et al. 1998 ) for GRB980326. No NFI observations were carried out, but Groot et al. (1997) identified an optical transient in the WFC error circle. A preliminary IPN annulus appeared in Hurley (1998a) . Figure 10 gives the IPN annulus, and the BeppoSAX WFC and NFI (in 't Zand et al. 1998b ) error circles for GRB980329. A radio counterpart was identified by Taylor et al. (1998) , and an optical counterpart was found at the same position by Palazzi et al. (1998) . A preliminary IPN annulus appeared in Hurley (1998b) . Figure 11 shows the IPN annulus, and the BeppoSAX WFC (Soffita et al. 1998 ) and the two revised NFI (Piro et al. 1998b ) error circles for GRB980425. The position of source 1 is consistent with that of the unusual supernova 1998bw (Galama et al. 1998a ). However, because the burst was weak, it was detected only in the Ulysses real time data, and the IPN annulus is wide; it cannot be used to determine which NFI source is associated with the GRB. Figure 12 shows the IPN annulus, the BeppoSAX WFC (Muller et al. 1998 ) and NFI -8 - (Nicastro et al. 1998b ) error circles, and the position of the optical transient (Hjorth 1998) for GRB980519. Figure 13 shows the IPN annulus, the RXTE error box (Smith et al. 1999) , the NFI source location (Vreeswijk et al. 1999 ) and the position of the optical and radio counterparts (Bloom et al. 1998) for GRB980703. This annulus is consistent with, but narrower than, the initial BATSE/Ulysses annulus (Hurley and Kouveliotou 1998) . As for GRB970815, the RXTE error box is from the All Sky Monitor, and is defined by the response functions of two crossed collimators; the box therefore has equal probability per unit area everywhere. Figure 14 shows the IPN annulus and the RXTE/ASM error box (Smith et al. 1999) for GRB981220. A radio source was proposed as a possible counterpart (Galama et al. 1998b , but is no longer thought to be related to the GRB (Frail, Kulkarni & Taylor 1999; Hurley & Feroci 1999) . A preliminary annulus has appeared in . Figure 15 shows the IPN annulus, the BeppoSAX WFC ) and NFI (Heise et al. 1999 ) error circles, and the position of the optical transient (Akerlof 1999 ) for GRB990123. A preliminary IPN annulus was circulated in Hurley (1999) . Figure 16 shows the IPN annulus, the BeppoSAX WFC (Dadina et al. 1999 ) and NFI (Kuulkers et al. 1999 ) error circles, and the position of the optical transient (Galama et al. 1999 ) for GRB990510.
We have selected the light curves of two bursts which were not observed by BATSE for display in figures 17 and 18. These show the GRBM and Ulysses real-time and triggered data.
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Discussion
The BeppoSAX GRBM is clearly a sensitive burst detector which makes an important contribution to the IPN by providing high quality data for events which are not observed by BATSE. This is the case for three of the bursts discussed here. (This number is fewer than would have been predicted, based on a probability of 38% that BATSE will detect any burst above its threshold - Meegan et al. 1996 ; however, some of the events in this paper were in effect selected because of the knowledge of their detection by BATSE.) We have demonstrated that, despite the very different properties of the GRBM and the Ulysses GRB experiment, very accurate triangulations can be done. In the case of bright bursts, these annuli can be used to reduce or further constrain the WFC and NFI error boxes. 
